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About This Content

The Premium for Life Pack permanently unlocks Premium membership in Robocraft.

Premium membership grants the following in-game benefits:

Grants all paint colours for use in the Editor

Doubles the amount of experience earned from matches

Upload your own personal avatar picture

Additional Cosmetic CPU

Please note, the robots featured in the promotional shots are not included in this pack. This bundle is also available via the
Robocraft in-game shop.

The contents of the Premium for Life Pack are awarded the next time the purchaser logs into Robocraft, as long as Steam is
running in the background. This pack can only be purchased once per Steam account.
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robocraft - premium for life pack

It\u00b4s a really fun game, with hordes of zombies to kill and a very talented humour. And as far as I know, there\u00b4s only
one guy behind the development so It\u00b4s an incredible challenge to create such a good game with very few resources: well
done lonely developer!!!! I\u00b4m willing to complete the poor Jack's story. It\u00b4s absolutely worth the price.. Pros:
- Progressing through the levels feels awesome. There is climbing, crouching, sneaking, sliding down ropes. Just from a pure
platforming standpoint, this game was very enjoyable for a action shooter.
- Arm Swing locomotion is amazing. I find arm swing to be the most immersive locomotion option. I find that with just pure
trackpad it feels too gamey and doesn't require me to be an into as I would want with room scale. Arm swing really gets you into
the game, it also has the added bonus of allowing for you to fine tune the speed you want to move. The only negative I had with
the locomotion was that there seemed to be a pretty low speed cap meaning you aren't really allowed to really start moving super
fast, for something that requires physical movement out of game I don't see why there has to be a cap that low.
- The enemies are varied enough that I haven't gotten bored of fighting them yet. I do wish there was a little bit more types of
enemy fire, for example if a enemy shot 2x as much, but every other shot was fired in a random spot near you, the room would
start to feel a lot more dangerous. I found as long as you kept moving you could largely be as agressive as you wanted to be with
little actual danger. It was kind of annoying that they would fire at you when you weren't in the room yet, but I did like that they
fire at you even when you were out of line of sight, just becuase I think more bullets in the room helps it feel more perilous,
even if they aren't actually fired directly at you. I also wish some of the enemy shots had more permanence in the world, I watch
a big green glob hit a wall and then nothing was there, kind of takes away from the immersion of those enemies.
- The varied amount of guns was pretty cool. All the guns felt appropriatly unique and had their own feel. The bullet trails make
it really easy to get a hang of aiming, which just allows the player to feel cooler. When I had to make decisions about what guns
to leave behind I would often be kind of stumped at what my worst gun was, which to me is awesome when I am choosing more
for gun feel and not just power.

Cons:
 - I'm not sure if trying to just get higher scores is a large enough draw for me to continue playing this game once I complete the
story.

While I really enjoyed playing this game, and I think it was 100% worth what I payed for it, I can't see myself playing it nearly
as much as I play Sairento or Rec Room. I would love to see proceduraly generated levels to allow for unique playthroughs over
and over again. Part of this is the lack of exploration in the currently levels, they are very strait forward in a way that it almost
feels like it's on rails at some points. I would love to see more side paths / alternative paths / hidden secrets. All the guns are
currently just kind of given to you as you walk through levels, I would love for there to be more hidden off the path things.
(Unless there are and I just missed them all...then they are too well hidden becuase I never noticed anything).

For an early access, this felt like a surprisingly complete game. I do think that the price is a little high for what it is right now,
but it was still enjoyable and if it continues to recieve updates I could see this growing into that price easily. With some early
access improvements this product could really shine.

. The hell is that?. One of the best EMU been through in TS..The noise when throttle is released is quite nice to hear these days.
Would definitely recommend it!. When you are infiltrating the All Girl's School
You can't say "No!" to that
So I bought it in the 1st week it was released
:D
Cried at the end D;
But it's a really touching game (in many ways). I got this because it I thought it was like Minecraft, but its not really all that great
in any way. The way you navigate and the camera controls are just wonky, the graphics and textures look ugly and there really is
no fun to the game at all, its all just kind of stupid, but maybe I'm just not into it, I don't know. However, I do know that I regret
buying it.. This "game" is completely unplayable (as in, you literally can't do anything other than click meaningless buttons and
watch time go by) and all the developer's promises of continuing to update have gone unmet. Hell, even the link to their website
is dead. Yet, somehow, it still remains on sale. How can Valve justify continuing to lt their customers be ripped off?. if you
want a very good doorways...FOR FREE...this is for you, I enjoyed the games creativity by binding platforming and horror...and
thats all...like really go away...get the game...why aren't you leaving? are you still reading this because I'm actually typing this up
and so you have to read it because it's part of the reveiw?. A great little addition for the Paddington - Oxford route. The 47 in
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this seems to have slightly different physics along with the horn sound compared to the standard Class 47. I sometimes used to
see the NSE class 47 at my local station when i were a lad and this all looks to be done very well.. Hilariously bad.
The controls are terrible. The hit boxes are unclear and perma death will have you quitting this game long before you get
anywhere interesting.
There might be some good gameplay hiding in here but there is not enough good to make me wanna find it.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=vkkuM83MsIo
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Mars DLC is really good addition to Redout and will give you a good amount of contect with good music and tracks.. Love the
game but wish achievements worked.. This product is AMAZING. I found it extremely easy to get used to. It helped me bring
my lame game art to life with ease, which, in turn, allowed me to better my skills at making said game art. Even though I only
scratched the surface of its abilities, I was able to do many things with the program. I would definitely recommend this to other
gamemaking hobbyists.. I expected the screens on the panel to work instead of being just black boxes. The GPS does not work
either. For $18 dollars i expected more. I've ordered aircraft for 1\/4 that had excellent working panels. Like the F18. Don't
waist your money.. A good puzzle game, it took me 2h to complete the 50 levels. The user interface and graphic design are basic
but in counterpart the levels are very well designed, it reminded me Roofbot (which is a better quality product with a similar
concept). That said, Isotiles may be a bit expensive at full price, but when on sale it totally worth it. The only downside is the
music track which is the most awful one I ever heard, but fortunately you can mute it. 8/10. That's game have more funny
sounds.
I laughing and crying non-stop with fun XDDDDDDDDDDDD

. Army of Tentacle is a fun, fourth-wall-breaking romp, combining C'thulhu, Shakespear and a Monkey Island 1 inspired
combat system.
It also is not a dating sim! That is always a bonus, no?. I'm really impressed with this game, it's deceptively simple, extremely
satisfying and absolutely addictive. It's got more gameplay depth than most of these simple action blaster games, and took me
longer to get the hang of flying - but once I did, totally hooked and literally couldn't put it down until I unlocked the second ship.

Things happen so fast in this game it's hard to do it justice without playing but there is a some serious satisfaction from zipping
through swarms of ships with only one wing left, navigating around a gravity well pulling all the enemies chasing you in, and
escaping while doing entirely unnecessary amounts of spins to show off while grabbing the final collectible you need to unlock
that ship (I was stuck at 34 of 35 for like an hour - but didn't give up!)

I got a lot more out of Warp Glider that I expected - for this price point you can't go wrong with this game!. This game is a mix
of RPG and Action platformer, it remember me of Diablo:

- At the beginning you are very weak.
- Everytime you die, the map reshuffle.
- You fight monster and collect items, coins.
- Upgrade your equipments with coins (which increase your health and gain some special skill)
- Build up your base to defend against enemies.
- Craft weapons with collected items.
. I bought this game because I enjoyed Gratuitous Space Battles enormously. What a disappointment! This game appears to be a
quick and dirty attempt to profit from GSB. You get a few maps to learn from and then nothing but the same map over and over
and over, with suggestions that you should play on-line to get a better experience. Maybe I am missing something, but I can find
none of the maps shown in the Steam advertisement available as single player mode in the game.
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